We use Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations to examine molecular transport phenomena in nanochannels, explaining four orders of magnitude difference in wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) protein diffusion rates observed by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and by direct imaging of fluorescently-labeled proteins. We first use the ESPResSo Molecular Dynamics code to estimate the surface transport distance for neutral and charged proteins. We then employ a Monte Carlo model to calculate the paths of protein molecules on surfaces and in the bulk liquid transport medium. Our results show that the transport characteristics depend strongly on the degree of molecular surface coverage. Atomic force microscope characterization of surfaces exposed to WGA proteins for 1000 s show large protein aggregates consistent with the predicted coverage. These calculations and experiments provide useful insight into the details of molecular motion in confined geometries.
Introduction
Protein transport in nanochannels and nanopores is important in separations, microfluidics and in biology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Many recent studies have examined the transport of proteins and other molecules near surfaces and in confined geometries [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For example, lysozyme adsorption to charged surfaces was investigated using Monte Carlo (MC) by Carlsson et al., and it was found that adsorption was favored by high protein concentration and high protein net charge, among other conditions [22] . Ziemys et al. combined experiments and Molecular Dynamics (MD) to study glucose in silica nanochannels. It was observed that the coupling of concentration and confinement effects led to inhibited transport in the nanochannel [23] . The adsorption potential of a-lactalbumin (ALC) and the hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) on a poly(vinylimidazole) polymer was modeled with classical molecular mechanics calculations at the atomistic level by Noinville et al. Calculations were performed for molecule-surface separations ranging from the bulk to contact, and preferred orientations were identified for the surface-bound proteins as well as effective net charges for the proteins [24] . HEWL adsorption to charged surfaces was also studied by Ravichandran et al. using Brownian Dynamics, and it was determined that the net positively-charged protein can adsorb to a positively-charged surface because of the nature of the charge distribution around the protein molecule [25] . Karnik et al. found that the diffusion of molecules in a nanochannel can strongly depend on the concentration of diffusing molecules in the reservoir [26] , which has particular relevance for the present investigation. These studies all provide useful and important insight into molecular transport in confined environments, but they do not fully illuminate the complementary bulk and surface transport mechanisms for individual molecules.
In this work we resolve differences in two molecular transport studies with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) protein molecules. In the first study, Durand et al. measured diffusion coefficients for fluorescently-labeled wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) in nanochannels, and found an effective diffusion coefficient for confined molecules which is four orders of magnitude lower than its free diffusion coefficient. [27] In the second set of experiments, WGA molecules were observed by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) in a nanochannel formed by two parallel borosilicate glass plates separated by 50 nm [28] . The FCS observation volume is well approximated by a right circular cylinder with radius 420 nm. It was found that, depending on the concentration, net charge of the proteins, and the ionic strength of the solution, diffusion was dominated by steric exclusion, the reversible surface adsorption of the biomolecules, or the exclusion-enrichment effect. nanochannel was comparable to the free diffusion coefficient. The number of charges in the nanochannel 'bulk' and on the surface was measured, as well as the bulk diffusion time and the characteristic protein-surface interaction time. As will be demonstrated, our combined MD and MC calculations specifically reflect the motion of molecules in FCS and nanochannel diffusion experiments, and so demonstrate how individual molecules can interact with the surface and the bulk in these confined geometries.
We choose a simple spherical bead to model our protein. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between different degrees of details of protein models used for diffusion studies. Obviously simulations in atomistic details on the necessary length scales of tens of nanometers are impossible. Folded proteins in water are relatively rigid so we can neglect polymeric degrees of freedom. Then the simplest approach is one spherical bead which is matched to the hydrodynamic radius of the overall protein. We are focussing on very large diffusion scales where the protein can be approximated by a single diffusing entity. Clearly such a model cannot explain all the kinetic details of the protein dynamics but it is able to explain the effects to first order. More detailed models as seen in Fig. 1 are being investigated currently (Ustach et al., in preparation).
Computational and experimental methods

Molecular Dynamics
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are performed using a coarse-grained (CG) implicit solvent model. The system is composed of 5000 wall beads interacting with a single protein particle in a cubic simulation box of size 50r Â 52r Â 50r, where r is the distance between adjacent beads within a wall. Wall beads are placed at y = 0.5r and y = 51.5r forming two flat surfaces in the x-z plane. The single protein bead is initially positioned at x = 25r, y = 5r, and z = 5r (cf. Fig. 2) .
Simulations are performed with the ESPResSo Molecular Dynamics package [29] in an NVT ensemble. The equations of motions were integrated with the velocity Verlet algorithm using a time step dt = 0.001 s. To control the temperature and account for hydrodynamic interactions, a dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) thermostat was used. The outcome was compared with the results of the Langevin thermostat, and no significant difference between results from the two thermostats was found. The friction constant was set to C = 1.0 in both cases. Visualization of simulation snapshots was performed with VMD [30] .
Non-bonded, short-range interactions between the protein and wall beads are described by a truncated and shifted generalized Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential,
where n controls the width of the attraction, e is the depth of the potential well, r is the effective minimum distance of approach between two particles, r c = 2.5 r is the cut-off radius, and c shift keeps the potential continuous at r c . The parameters e, r, and s = r p (m/e) (m, bead mass) are chosen as units of energy, length and time, respectively. The diameters of the protein and wall beads are 4r and r, respectively. A mapping to real units can be established by selecting r as 1 nm, which leads to a 4 nm protein diameter. The temperature was chosen as k B T = 1.0e. At T = 298 K, the thermal energy unit e is k B T = 4.1 Â 10
Hence, e was fixed at 0.6 kcal/mol. Using the known value for the WGA protein mass (38 kDa), s was found to be 8.08 ns.
Non-bonded, short-range interactions between the protein-wall beads use the (4-2)-and (12-6)-Lennard-Jones potential for systems with no electrostatics and the traditional (12-6)-LennardJones potential for systems with electrostatics. For the system with electrostatics, long-range interactions are modeled by a DebyeHuckel potential as follows:
where l B ¼ e 2 0 =ð4p 2 k B TÞ denotes the Bjerrum length, which measures the strength of the electrostatic interactions; k B is the Boltzmann constant; T is the temperature; q 1 and q 2 are charges of two interacting particles; r is the separation distance; and j is the inverse Debye length. As solvent molecules are defined implicitly, l B is set to 0.7 nm for water at room temperature. The wall (borosilicate glass) surface charge density is À0.64 C/m 2 . An ionic strength is set to 10 À1 M which leads to a Debye length of 0.96 nm. We assume the WGA molecule is positively charged with a charge of +1 at the pH values of interest. Monovalent counterions are introduced to the system to keep overall system charge neutral.
These simulations make it possible to track the motion of an individual protein molecule throughout the 50 Â 52 Â 50 nm simulation volume. For the purpose of developing a complete description of the protein path over the much larger FCS observation volume (radius $420 nm), the single most useful value to be extracted from these simulations is the distance traveled on the surface during one complete surface interaction period, which ends when the molecule transits into the bulk. The mean and standard deviation of the surface distances are calculated as a function of the LJ and Debye-Huckel potential parameters. Production runs are performed for at least 500 ls, and the surface distances are averaged throughout the simulations. The particle visited both surfaces in the simulations with low e values or stayed closer to one of the surfaces otherwise. Hence, to ensure particle surface interactions throughout the simulations the particle is initially placed close to one of the surfaces. The initial position of the particle in x-z plane, however, does not affect the mean distance results as periodic boundary condition is applied.
Monte Carlo
The Monte Carlo simulation code is implemented in Mathematica, and takes as inputs two assumed Gaussian step size distributions, surface and bulk, with associated time distributions. The surface step size distribution is obtained directly from the MD calculations as previously described. The bulk mean step size, r, is the bulk diffusion distance defined from:
where s bulk is the bulk diffusion time (6 Â 10 À4 s for WGA in calculations to follow), and D bulk is the bulk diffusion coefficient. It assumed that the standard deviation of the r distribution is one fifth of r.
For each system, a constant parameter P surf is defined to reflect the probability that a molecule is on the surface at any given step in the Monte Carlo simulation. P surf accounts for the effects of the electrical double layer (EDL) and surface history (surface protein concentration) as will be discussed.
We also introduce a distribution t surf to reflect the time of interaction of the protein molecules with the surface. This distribution is determined in part by f surf , the fraction of the surface covered by WGA molecules. t surf is also characterized by t sb and t sc , which are the average times a protein molecule could spend on a bare surface and a protein-covered surface, respectively. Below we use t sb = 10 s bulk , and t sc = s bulk /10. Specifically, we assume a bimodal distribution for t surf , using normal distributions with mean values t sb and t sc . The two normal distributions are weighted using f surf for t sc and (1Àf surf ) for t sb . The standard deviations of the two modes are assumed to be one fifth of the averages, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The MC simulation follows a set of molecules from a common origin through the step that takes each molecule across the boundary of the FCS observation volume. FCS measurements are sensitive only to transitions of molecules across the observation volume boundary, so these statistics are the most relevant for comparison to experiment. The number of steps and total transit time along the path from origin to boundary are calculated for each molecule in MC.
At every MC step, the molecule is probabilistically determined based on a constant P surf to be either on the surface or in the bulk. For a given configuration P surf takes into account the presence of the electrical double layer by taking low values when the EDL thickness is an appreciable fraction of the nanochannel height. Next, three quantities are calculated: the molecule travel direction, the molecule travel distance, and the molecule travel (or residence) time. First, the molecule travel direction is determined. Although molecules are confined to a very narrow channel in the bulk, their three dimensional motions must be taken into account. This is accomplished by defining the travel direction using two angles. An angle in the x-z plane parallel to the nanochannel walls is randomly chosen between 0 and 2p. The orthogonal angle measured from the y-axis is randomly chosen between 0 and p. If a molecule is on the surface, only the angle in the x-z plane is used for the travel direction. Next, the molecule travel distance is calculated. If the molecule is on the surface, the travel distance is determined from the distribution determined using MD as previously noted. If the molecule is in the bulk, the travel distance is determined from a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the bulk step size, assuming that the molecule is initially centered in the y direction between the nanochannel walls. If the travel direction is defined such that the molecule would impinge on a nanochannel wall the bulk travel distance is truncated at the point of intersection. The channel height available for bulk molecular transport is reduced by 2k D to account for the Debye screening length [28] :
where e 0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, e r is the relative permittivity, R is the molar gas constant, F is the Faraday constant and c i is the ionic strength of the solution. Finally, the molecule travel or residence time is calculated. If the molecule is on the surface, then the surface interaction time is determined from the t surf distribution previously discussed. If the molecule is in the bulk, then the bulk transit time is taken from the Gaussian distribution with mean value s bulk , the bulk diffusion time, scaled by ratio of the actual (usually truncated) travel distance to the bulk diffusion distance.
These calculations are repeated until the molecule crosses the circular FCS volume boundary; the total number of steps and the total transit time is stored. Then the same calculations are performed for every other molecule in the set. Although the calculation geometry matches the FCS experimental configuration, it is also appropriate for calculation of an effective diffusion coefficient, which can be compared to coefficients extracted from any other nanochannel experiment.
Atomic force microscopy
WGA proteins were imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM) on glass surfaces at concentrations and times that are representative of conditions under which FCS experiments were performed. For example, AFM images were obtained from a clean silicon dioxide surface (control), and from two surfaces which had been incubated for 1000 s with WGA at 50 nM concentration. AFM imaging was performed in air after the surfaces were well-rinsed with DI water and dried with flowing air. Although these images are not directly representative of the in situ protein surface concentration under liquid, Fig. 3 . Bimodal probability function for surface interaction time, t surf . t surf is characterized by t sb, the average time a protein spends on a bare surface, and t sc , the average time a protein spends on a protein-covered surface. We assume a bimodal distribution for t surf , using normal distributions with mean values t sb = 10 s bulk and t sc = s bulk /10. The two normal distributions are weighted using f surf for t sc and (1 À f surf ) for t sb . Here f surf = 0.25. they do provide useful information on the degree of protein coverage that is present. The protein concentration on the dried surfaces is likely a conservative lower bound for the concentration present under liquid, given the rinsing performed on the samples prior to imaging which would remove lightly-bound proteins.
Results
Molecular Dynamics
From the ESPResSo MD calculations, the surface step distance is calculated for WGA molecules by averaging the mean distances traveled during each time slot when the molecule makes consecutive steps on the wall. These values are determined for a range of LJ well depths and widths, with and without electrostatic forces, as shown in Table 1 .
Monte Carlo
Using the MC model, we calculate the number of steps and the total transit times for molecules with well depth 1.0, n = 6, with electrostatics. Artifacts associated with early exit of the particle from the FCS interaction volume are avoided by assuming the particle is initially centered in the cylindrical volume with height 50 nm and radius 420 nm (dimensions matching the experimental configuration reported in Durand [28] ). The effect of moving the particle toward the observation volume edge will be systematically examined later in this paper.
Typical simulation results for number of steps and average route time are shown in Fig. 4 Key variables are summarized in Table 2 for an ensemble of MC simulations with parameters chosen to match previously-reported experimental conditions [27, 28] .
In Table 3 we summarize MC-calculated effective diffusion values and related parameters, together with experimental parameters from two complementary experimental studies. In the first, Durand 2007 [27] , fluorescently-labeled WGA protein molecules were observed with an imaging system to transit nanochannels, and an effective diffusion coefficient $10 4 smaller than the bulk diffusion coefficient was inferred. In a second study, [28] , fluorescent correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was employed to establish the effective diffusion coefficient for WGA under a range of different ionic concentrations. In this second study, diffusion coefficients similar to the bulk coefficient were observed under some conditions, but smaller values were also measured. A hypothesis was presented to explain the observed differences based on interactions of the WGA molecules with the nanochannel surfaces and with the electrical double layer.
In Table 3 we also calculate a number of surface molecules, N surf , assuming molecules with a hydrodynamic radius r WGA of 3 nm cover a fraction f surf of the circular top and bottom of the cylinder. In other words,
where A FCS is the area of the circular top and bottom of the cylinder (=p ⁄ (420 nm) 2 ) and A WGA = p ⁄ r WGA
2
. For all simulations we assume a molar concentration c WGA of 50 nM, and surface transport distance 10.3 ± 9.4 from the MD from the e = 1, n = 2 scenario.
However, choosing different surface transport distances from among those simulated does not qualitatively change the results in Table 3 , as demonstrated in Table 4 .
When the surface probability is high (e.g., 0.99 for the pristine nanochannel case), 30% of the particles ''stagnated'' or did not exit the cylindrical volume with radius 420 nm in the maximum 500 steps allowed. The time is only calculated for particles which exit the volume, but the effective diffusion constant D nc is calculated for all particles independent of whether they exit the volume. In general, simulations summarized in Table 3 systematically probe the effect of surface coverage (through f surf ) and probability of surface interaction (through P surf ) on the time proteins spend in the nanochannel (t route ) which can then be compared to experimental values. For the Durand 2007 experiment the evaluated diffusion constant is the same order of magnitude as the experimentally-measured value, $10,000 times higher than the bulk diffusion constant. These results show that the qualitative behavior in both the FCS [28] and nanochannel [27] experiments can be matched with appropriate selections of the fractional surface coverage of proteins, f surf , and the probability of surface interaction P surf which are both physically plausible and internally consistent.
The effect of modifying the surface step size (as calculated by MD) on the mean number of steps to cross the boundary, and the time taken, is shown in Table 4 for 1000-molecule MC simulations. Note that since these step size values are all small relative to the radius of the FCS cylinder, the overall effect of changing the surface step size on the average time it takes for a molecule to cross the FCS observation boundary is limited. For example, the median time ranges from 9 ms in the case of an energy depth e of 1 eV (n = 2), no electrostatics, to 16 ms for the case with e = 1 eV (n = 6), with electrostatics. To generate values shown in Table 4 we assumed c i = 0.36 M, c WGA = 50 nM, f surf = 0.95, N surf = 3.7 Â 10 4 , f ch = 0.98 and P surf = 0.75. Simulations with electrostatics are assumed to be most comparable to experimental conditions. Finally, we use the MC model examine the effect of moving the initial position of the molecule away from the center of the cylindrical observation volume. Fig. 6 shows the average number of steps and average time for a molecule to cross the observation volume boundary as a function of initial position of the molecule. The position is scaled by the observation volume radius. Simulations are performed for 1000 molecules, where each molecule is tracked for up to 500 steps. Almost all molecules initially inside the volume (y/r < 1) cross the boundary in many fewer than 500 steps. Molecules initially outside the volume may or may not cross, however. The mean times and steps reported for y/r > 1 are calculated only for those particles which cross, by definition.
The total number of boundary crossing molecules is also shown in Fig. 6 as a function of initial position. When the molecule starts its travel one radius away from the observation volume edge, only about of the molecules eventually cross the boundary. To generate the initial position data shown in Fig. 6 , we assume c i = 0.36 M, c WGA = 50 nM, f surf = 0.95, N surf = 3.7 Â 10 4 , f ch = 0.98 and P surf = 0.75.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Because our model assumes high concentrations of WGA proteins on the surface, we use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to Fraction of the total channel height h available for bulk particles, assuming channel is reduced by twice the Debye screening length P surf Assumed probability that a protein will interact with the surface, determined by the thickness of the EDL and protein surface concentration t route
Median time for protein to move from the center of the cylindrical volume to the edge, 420 nm from the center (s) D nc
The effective diffusion constant in the nanochannel Table 3 Monte Carlo results (1000 particle simulations) for parameters reflecting experimental parameters [27, 28] experimentally support our hypothesis that WGA proteins do in fact bind strongly to silicon oxide surfaces. Fig. 7 shows thresholded, flattened AFM images of a clean silicon dioxide surface, and of two surfaces which have been incubated for 1000 s with WGA at 50 nM concentration. As noted previously, AFM imaging was performed in air after the surfaces were well-rinsed with DI water and dried with flowing air. Fig. 7(a) is the surface which was incubated with 50 nM WGA in 1 mM PBS (pH 7), and Fig. 7(b) is the surface which was incubated with 50 nM WGA in 100 mM PBS (pH 7). Table 5 summarizes the particle size statistics for the images shown in Fig. 7 , together with statistics from a control sample. Fig. 7 and Table 5 demonstrate that there is a significant degree of WGA protein adsorption on SiO 2 surfaces after 1000 s at both 1 and 100 mM PBS concentrations. These values can be taken as lower bounds on the density of WGA molecules on surfaces at times comparable to those used in FCS experiments. However, the proteins appear not affected by surface charges in the same way as proteins in nanochannels, where FCS results suggest greater surface interactions would be observed for the 1 mM PBS solutions [28] . This may be because on these open surfaces, unlike in nanochannels, molecules are not as excluded from approaching the surface due to overlapping electrical double layers. In any case, the observation of bound proteins on these surfaces in such significant concentrations for both 1 and 100 mM PBS concentrations complements and qualitatively supports the results obtained by FCS, where it was inferred that the number of molecules on the surface exceeded the number in the bulk, and that the time a given molecule spends on the surface exceeds the time spent in the bulk. In effect, the presence of the WGA molecules observed by AFM is independent experimental confirmation of a robust attractive protein-surface interaction.
Discussion
Karnik et al. have presented compelling evidence that suggests the diffusion in a nanochannel can be controlled by the concentration of the diffusing species in the reservoir, under the conditions when the diffusing molecules bind to the nanochannel surfaces [26] . The study investigated of streptavidin in biotin-functionalized nanofluidic channels. Under these surface-binding conditions the ratio of the bulk constant D bulk to the effective diffusion constant in the nanochannel, D eff is given by: 
Table 4
The effect of modifying the surface on the mean number of steps to cross the boundary and the time taken to cross the boundary (1000 molecule MC simulations).
Energy depth, e 0.1, n = 2 no electrostatics 1.0, n = 2 no electrostatics 0.1, n = 6 no electrostatics 1.0, n = 6 no electrostatics , which is the order of magnitude estimated in Table 3 for nanochannel surfaces exposed to WGA molecules before the FCS measurements are made [28] .
From Table 1 , MD indicates that the well depth and width both affect the surface transit path, but in different ways. For a well width corresponding to a modified LJ potential with n = 2, increasing the well depth by an order of magnitude from 0.1 to 1 e has a significant effect on the path length, increasing the average length by more than a factor of 3, from 10.3 to 36.6 nm. For a narrower well width corresponding to the classical LJ potential with n = 6, however, increasing the well depth over the same 0.1 to 1 e range hardly changes the average path length: in both cases the length is near 13 nm. Note that in all cases there is considerable variability in the distances by different molecules, such that the standard deviation is equal or even greater than the mean. For the well width corresponding to n = 6, the variability is especially pronounced, with the standard deviation being 1.5-2 times the mean.
Adding electrostatic forces by the Debye-Huckel potential has the effect of significantly decreasing the average path length, to 5.9 nm. The standard deviation (4.5 nm) is again a large fraction of the average. Because of the presence of surface and molecular charges in the nanochannel, it is likely that that this combined LJ-Debye Huckel potential best reflects the physical system tested by FCS in Durand et al. To illustrate particle paths with the Monte Carlo model in Fig. 4 , we therefore use MD values from the combined LJ-Debye Huckel potential with assumptions described in Table 3 . Both the average number of steps to cross the FCS observation volume boundary and the total time within the boundary have monomodal distributions with relatively long tails. The average number of steps is 158, and the average time is 52 ms. Note from Fig. 4(c) that the molecular transport is actually dominated by diffusion paths in the channel bulk, with molecular motion highly localized when on the surface. This behavior is a direct consequence of the fact that the bulk molecular transport distance is about 100 times larger than the average transport distance as estimated by MD. Table 4 also shows the effect of modifying the surface potential on the number of steps and time spent in the observation volume. It is interesting to note that these quantities closely reflect the surface step distances, although processes in the bulk dominate the molecular transport across the full volume. The total steps and time are similar for e = 0.1, n = 2 without electrostatics, and e = 1, n = 6, with electrostatics. Since the computation time is much greater with electrostatics, this similarity may indicate a possible path toward improved computational efficiency for conditions when the surface step mean and standard deviation are comparable, and when both are much smaller than the mean bulk step after validation.
An important result from the Monte Carlo model-derived values in Table 3 and Fig. 5 is the quantitative description of surface characteristics that are most effective for determining the transport rate of molecules in nanochannels. Consistent with the results of Karnik et al., the probability of a molecule's interaction with the surface, P surf , is the single most important parameter, but this probability is in turn determined by fraction of the channel not excluded by the EDL, f ch . The time the molecules spend on the surface is affected by the fraction of the surface covered by molecules, f surf through the bimodal distribution shown in Fig. 3 . Taken together, P surf , f ch and f surf effectively determine the rate at which molecules transit a confined volume such as a nanochannel.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the effect of the molecule's initial position within an observation volume. These results are helpful for understanding the FCS experiment since the molecular position is not directly observable. Monte Carlo results show that for the large majority of initial positions, the total number of steps and time spent within the observation volume are comparable to one another. Only when the molecule is very near the edge does the number of steps and time begin to drop significantly. Furthermore, molecules initially outside the volume are unlikely to affect the total step and time values, since molecules just half a radius away from the edge take a relatively long time to reach the boundary. The step times and number of steps shown in Fig. 6 for molecules initially outside the FCS observation volume (y/r > 1) are actually a lower bound, since the molecules which take more than 500 steps without crossing the boundary are not included.
Conclusions
We report on modeling of molecular interactions with surfaces relevant for understanding WGA protein transport in nanochannels. An important result of the combined MC and Molecular Dynamics simulations is an estimation of the total time and distance traveled by single WGA molecules transiting nanochannels observed by FCS and by optical microscopy [27, 28] . This work presents a hypothesis to explain the large differences in observed diffusion coefficients in these two experimental conditions by quantitatively estimating the probability and time of interaction of WGA molecules with surfaces. Our calculations indicate that the small diffusion coefficients estimated from optical microscopy in nanochannels are likely a result of surface binding of WGA molecules with the nanochannel, consistent with previous observations of streptavidin in biotin-functionalized nanofluidic channels [26] . Relative to the nanochannels observed by optical microcrosopy, our model suggests higher WGA surface concentrations in the nanochannels observed by FCS where proteins are present in solution for significant times before the FCS measurements are made. This conclusion is supported by AFM measurements on glass surfaces exposed to WGA proteins for 1000 s, where aggregates of WGA are consistently observed. For FCS measurements, the variation in the effective diffusion times then likely results from the EDL lowering the probability of surface interaction, and from the longer times that molecules spend on surface with lower protein surface coverage.
We employed MD to estimate the surface transport distance and also the importance of the interaction potential for neutral molecules, compared the electrostatic potential between a charged protein molecule and the glass surface. For a potential which includes both the nonbonded short range interactions Note that the 'particles' in Table 5 do not represent individual proteins since their mean diameters are much larger than the $3 nm hydrodynamic radius of WGA proteins and the $10 nm diameter of the AFM tip. Instead, each particle represents a WGA protein aggregate.
reflected by the LJ potential, as well as electrostatic interactions reflected by the Debye Huckel potential, the surface path length is about 5.9 ± 4.5 nm. This value is at least half the value of surface path length when electrostatic effects are neglected. The Monte Carlo model with MD input estimates the paths of protein molecules on surfaces and in the 'bulk' regime near surfaces. For the case when both the non-bonded short range interactions and electrostatic interactions are accounted for, the average number of steps for a molecule in the $420 nm radius FCS interrogation volume is 158, and the average time spent in the volume is 52 ms. In general, the average number of steps and time spent in the volume reflect the surface step distances determined by the molecule-surface interaction potential, though the probability of surface interaction and the time spent at the surface are also very important for establishing transport characteristics of WGA protein molecules in nanochannels.
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A sensitivity study was performed to examine the effect of changing parameters applied in the Monte Carlo model: f surf , the fraction of the surface covered by WGA molecules, f ch , (the fraction of the total channel height available for bulk particles, assuming channel is reduced by twice the Debye screening length), and t sb and t sc , (the average times a protein molecule could spend on a bare surface and a protein-covered surface, respectively). In general parameter values were selected based on the physical properties of the nanochannel under tested conditions, but it is illuminating to further examine these roles these values play in determining the effective diffusion coefficient and route time, since these can be compared with experimentallymeasured values. 
